AREA 51 LUCIFERIAN SIGNATURES
The purpose of this illustration is to layout from a top view the Area 51 Groom Lake that suggests composes an encrypted skull and bones motif. The 2 crossed runways are evidently the crossbones. What this illustration suggests is that the composition of
the sand, if either by mere coincidence or design portrays the skull. Moreover this optical allusion from the sky is rendered in a 3-deminsional construct. The skull furthermore appears to be not of a human but of an ’Alien’ type of humanoid with the conventional
’Alien’ slanted eyes and larger eye socket. The dry lake bed also appears to have a pentagonal shape or 5 sides. This would render the area perhaps an occult sacred ground and vortex of energy that can or is funneled to open portals by the mere sacred
geometric configuration. One of the peculiar mathematical properties of a pentagram is that its design is repeatable on into infinity. Within this pentagram, a hexagram can also be configured also.
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UFO Merkavahs
This skull and bones
motif is perhaps an evident
‘signature’ of the Luciferians
that run the shadow
governments and secret
operations such as Area 51.
Such fraternal orders are in
collusion with Lucifer
masquerading as an Angle of
Light and with his benevolent ’Aliens’ trying to
genetically alter the
human race.
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THE HEXAGRAM
Locations like Area 51 are situated in a very high energy grid layout
that encompasses the Earth energy chakras. These serve as
’Gateways’ or portals that are more easily pierce the dimension due to
the high frequency energies there. The Hexagram functions much like
a key that unlocks the door. The combinations have been given to the
Secret Societies as ‘knowledge’ that involves Luciferian magic and
human sacrifice to are utilized in opening such portals.
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THE BROTHERGOOD OF THE SNAKE
THE ALIEN CONNECTION
This is the Google screenshot capture of the Groom Lake test site without any
Photoshop manipulation. Only the various color tone and highlighted features are
rendered to show the possible dimensional depiction of a ‘skull’ with ‘Alien’ eyes,
nose and mouth. Juxtaposed on the ‘X’ runways.
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THE ASCENDING RUNWAY
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The Secret Societies such as Skull and Bones 322
have been but one of the many Kabbalistic
fraternal orders that have been given the Secrets
of the Serpent, Lucifer and the Fallen Angels with
the manipulated genetic engineered hybrids that
prey on Humanity.

